
 

Tasq.ai Offers You

A customized AI flow, tailored to your data, using 
Decentralized Human Guidance and world-class 
models to optimize your results.

What We Do

Tasq.ai orchestrates the ML and GenAI lifecycle by combing 
world-class models and seamless human guidance for leading 
AI practitioners.

Configurable
AI Flow Platform

Tasq.ai introduces a transformative 
approach to artificial intelligence with 
its configurable AI flow platform. This 
innovative solution empowers 
organizations to effortlessly adapt AI 
technologies to their specific needs, 
streamlining operations and enabling 
innovation. It’s the gateway to 
unlocking the full potential of AI, 
making complex integrations a thing 
of the past. With Tasq.ai, you’re not 
just adopting AI; you’re customizing 
the future of your business.

Decentralized
Human Guidance

By combining the best of human 
insights into the fabric of machine 
intelligence, our innovative platform 
brings you Decentralized Human 
Guidance: enabling unmatchable 
accuracy, scaling, seamlessness, and 
flexibility. It’s AI, but with a human 
touch—ethical, adaptable, and aligned 
with your most complex needs. Step 
into the future with Tasq.ai.

Best-in-Class
Models

At Tasq.ai, we empower our clients 
with access to the best models 
available, enabling unparalleled 
accuracy and efficiency, and ensuring 
these are made applicable to your use 
case. You can implement these in 
your AI workflows, add Decentralized 
Human Guidance, and constantly 
optimize results to create a 
sustainable long-term decisive 
business advantage.

Tasq.ai Customers: Testimonials
“Tasq.ai’s unique solution enabled us to collect dynamic judgements 
from a massive, diverse crowd in an extremely cost effective way, 
faster than any other solution we evaluated.” 
- Omer Kehat, VP Product

“Tasq.ai delivers us very high quality datasets nonstop on a daily 
basis without any scaling issues. They manage all the demographics 
we need and keep improving our quality with no effort from our 
side.”  - G.S, MLE

"After trying several solutions, we chose Tasq.ai and since then, we 
significantly improved the accuracy of our machine learning models. As 
a result, we've seen operational efficiency and reduction in errors. The 
support team at Tasq.ai has been incredibly responsive and helpful, 
making the entire experience seamless and enjoyable." 
- S.K, Research Manager

Supporting The Entire AI Lifecycle
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How You Benefit

Accurate Seamless Scalable

Flexible Responsible AI


